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What we heard about the Narre WarrenCranbourne Road Upgrade
In September and October
2018 we shared our proposed
design of the Narre WarrenCranbourne Road Upgrade, and
wanted to hear your feedback.

What we heard

Public transport

Here’s what you told us about
our plans for the Narre Warren
-Cranbourne Road Upgrade.

•• Accessing public transport in
the area is important to us.

Traffic congestion

When we shared our proposed
design with you, many of you gave
us feedback. We heard from more
than 180 community members and
received over 150 responses about
our proposed design.

•• We would like to see traffic
flow improved

•• Safety when entering Narre WarrenCranbourne Road is important to us

Thank you for taking the time to
tell us your thoughts about our
proposed design. Your input helps
us understand your needs and shape
the design of the project.

•• We support replacing the
Thompsons Road roundabout
with traffic lights to improve
traffic flow.

Local access changes
•• Safe and easy access to local side
roads is important to us.
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Safety

•• We’re pleased about the plans for
shared walking and cycling paths
•• We support the road widening from
a safety and traffic flow perspective.
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Who participated?
387 people visited
the Narre WarrenCranbourne Road
Upgrade web page

122 people completed
a survey to let us know
what was important
to them

31 people dropped
pins on the proposed
interactive design map

Extra lanes from Thompsons Road
to Camms Road

Thompsons Road Upgrade
under construction

How we invited you
to have your say

Next steps
We provided your feedback to the project
team who have used it when further
refining our proposed design.

Between 3 September and
28 October 2018, we:
•• sent a flyer about the upgrade
to approximately 33,000 people who
live in the project area to encourage
them to share their feedback on
the proposed design
•• sent a letter to people who live
within 100m of the project area
explaining the planning process and
encouraging them to share their
feedback
•• created a dedicated engagement web
page for you to give feedback online
•• advertised the opportunity for people
to have their say on:
–– Facebook, Twitter and Instagram

32 people called or
emailed to ask more
questions about
the project
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New duplicated road with existing
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In addition to these refinements, we've
changed the project scope to include:
•• pedestrian operated signals south
of Hunt Club Boulevard
•• right turn access to the Cameron
Street service lane
•• bus priority lanes at the New Holland
Drive intersection.
We’ll keep you informed as we move
closer to construction. We expect to
start construction in 2020.

To keep updated with planned
disruptions, visit bigbuild.vic.gov.au

–– Cranbourne Leader newspaper
–– Spotify and Big Mobile
•• hosted a community pop-up session
at Cranbourne Park Shopping Centre.

We also met with
the local council,
businesses and schools
to gather feedback on
our proposed design

For languages other than English,
please call 9280 0780.

contact@roadprojects.vic.gov.au
1800 105 105
 ajor Road Projects Victoria
M
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Follow us on social media
@roadprojectsvic

Please contact us if you would like this
information in an accessible format.
If you need assistance because of a hearing or
speech impairment, please visit relayservice.gov.au
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